1. Put these things in order of how fast they move, from slowest to fastest: a space probe, a cheetah, a plane
   a) Probe, cheetah, plane   b) Plane, cheetah, probe   c) Cheetah, Plane, probe

2. How many bones are there in an average human body?
   a) 23   b) 203   c) 2003

3. Which of these materials can you recycle again and again and again?
   a) aluminium   b) plastic bottles   c) bathtubs

4. Where would you find the stratosphere?
   a) under the ground   b) in the ocean   c) in the atmosphere

5. Some dinosaurs had feathers...
   a) True   b) False

6. What is the cure for venom?
   a) Ultravenom   b) Antivenom   c) Uncle venom

7. The opposite of a Full Moon is called...
   a) An Empty Moon   b) A Hungry Moon   c) A New Moon

8. Which chemical is the most acidic?
   a) A bee sting   b) Tomato juice   c) Battery acid

9. Which animal feature inspired the shape of the Shinkansen, or ‘bullet train’?
   a) the claws of a panther   b) the beak of a kingfisher   c) the jaws of a shark

10. Which of these moths is NOT real?
    a) A sloth moth   b) A luna moth   c) A myth moth
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